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Abstract—The
integration
of
renewable
energy
resources (RESs) in power systems poses many research
challenges. Research shows that the RES output may exceed the
consumed power during the day. Consequently, the direction
of the power flow on distribution lines can be reversed during
some periods. As the voltage regulator is normally designed for
unidirectional power flow, this may cause voltage violations on
the distribution feeder. Therefore, most utilities try to set a penetration level (PL) limit for safe operation. On the other hand,
time varying and unbalanced loading are the main characteristics of distribution systems. Moreover installation of intermittent
and nondispatchable photovoltaic (PV) devices increases the
control problems of distribution system. This paper presents an
impedance-based monitoring method for detection of distribution
system current behavior. It will be shown that by utilizing this
monitoring technique, not only the small variation of PV PL can
be easily detected, but also some fast transients such as the effect
of cloud movement on PV system can be monitored. This monitoring technique employs only local measurements of bus voltages
and line current to measure the apparent impedance seen at
the installation point. The practical application of measured
impedance as a monitoring technique shows its effectiveness for
distribution system monitoring in presence of various PV PL.
Index Terms—Monitoring, photovoltaic (PV) penetration,
reverse power flow, smart grid, voltage control.

I. I NTRODUCTION
EREGULATION of power system, smart grid, electric
vehicle, and renewable energy integration pose a lot of
challenges to power systems operation. Although a lot of monitoring and protection devices are installed in transmission
system due to its complexity, traditional distribution systems
suffer lack of monitoring systems due to its high number of
feeders and load points.
Distribution systems have been designed for radial and
unidirectional power flows. In this design the active and
reactive power are transferred from the transmission system
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to consumer. Therefore, many protection and regulation
strategies in distribution network are based on this radial
nature. For example, voltage regulators are designed with the
flow of power from the higher voltage to the lower voltage.
Integration of the renewable energy resource (RES) in distribution systems, however, show that, based on the size and
the installation location, the power flow may reverse [1]. For
high penetration of RES, traditional unidirectional distribution system will change to a bidirectional system which needs
a revision of regulation.
According to [2], the reverse power flow is the main
cause of voltage rise in distribution feeders. Customer
load control is one solution for decreasing reverse power.
Asari and Kobayashi [3] proposed that controlling heat pump
water heaters at customer side will minimize reverse power
flow and voltage violation resulting from high penetration
of photovoltaic (PV). Baran et al. [4] analyze high PV
penetration impacts on distribution system protection and
operation. Using flexible ac transmission system and custom power devices (static VAR compensator (SVC) [5],
static synchronous compensator (STATCOM) [6], distribution STATCOM (DSTATCOM) [7], superconducting magnetic
energy storage (SMES) [8]), utilizing electric vehicle [9], storage system [10]–[12], and active power curtailment technique
recommended in [13]–[15] are the most attractive techniques
to mitigate those expected voltage violations.
Monitoring distribution system through smart meters and
monitors is one of the basis of smart grid [16]. Different monitoring system approaches and devices have been proposed to
assess different system conditions. Power quality monitoring
systems have been used for a long time not only for analyzing power quality problems but also for load modeling [17].
Qiang et al. [18] proposed voltage monitoring of microgrid at
number of buses to analyze the power quality and reliability
indexes.
Using local data measurement for protection, control, and
monitoring purpose is an attractive alternate solution to the
electric utilities, due to lower installation costs and simplicity
of operation. On-line impedance measurement based on local
data has been proposed for different applications. The most
important application of impedance measurement is in distance relay protection [19]. Vu et al. [20] proposed using local
measured apparent impedance for voltage stability margin estimation. Cespedes and Jian [21] proposed using online grid
impedance measurement for adaptive control of grid connected
inverters.
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Integration of intermittent RES, like solar and wind into
a radial and unidirectional power flow distribution system,
implies incorporating new monitoring devices that are sensitive
to rapid changes of RES generation and power flow direction.
In this research, an impedance measuring technique is proposed as a monitoring tool in distribution systems. The
performance of impedance seen at number of buses as a monitoring technique is analyzed in presence of RES devices.
Due to unbalance loading of distribution system, it will be
shown that any proposed monitoring technique shall have the
capability for separate three-phases monitoring. The speed and
stability of proposed monitoring technique is tested by simulation of important generation fluctuation of connected PV
system due to clouds movement.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the basic
theory of impedance method for monitoring of distribution
feeder with RES will be established. Section III describes the
IEEE 13 node test feeder used as a case study for simulation.
Section IV presents the simulation results of testing the proposed method for unit and nonunit power factor (pf) operation
of PV inverter, fault conditions, load pf variation, and cloud
movement. The practical capability of method is validated by
analyzing the impact of cloud transients on IEEE 34 node test
system. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. M EASURED I MPEDANCE T HEORY AND ITS
A PPLICATION ON R EVERSE P OWER
F LOW D ETECTION
A. Theory of Impedance Method
Distance relay, typically, is the first choice for transmission line protection. In recent years, it was also proposed as a protection device in distribution system [19], [22].
Distance relays use voltage and current as inputs and calculate the apparent impedance seen at the relay location.
This value is a complex number which shows the apparent impedance seen by V/I calculation. A quadrilateral
characteristic-distance relay is proposed in [22] to distinguish the distribution feeder faults in presence of forward
and reverse power flow due to distributed generation (DG)
integration. Uthitsunthorn and Kulworawanichpong [23] proposed using distance relays for distribution feeder protection
with renewable power plant to reduce protection coordination complexity due to impedance based setting of distance
protection. Although this relay is geared at fast and accurate
detection of faults in power system, it was shown that this
method has a very good capability to measure and analyze
the load conditions [24].
When the amount of active and reactive power injected or
absorbed varies at distribution system nodes, the node voltage and line current will change. To clarify the effect of load
variation and RES integration on apparent impedance seen at
any distribution system node, let consider the simple system
shown in Fig. 1.
Consider that PLi and QLi are the total active and reactive power (line power and losses) flowing down from
node i, Pi and Qi are the active and reactive power of load connected to node i, and Rsi + jXsi is the complex line impedance.

Fig. 1. Simple system schematic, the impedance measuring unit connected
to sending end of line connected to bus i.

Voltage drop (Vi ) along the feeder between nodes i and i + 1;
∀i = 1, . . . , n, is defined as
(1)
Vi = Vi − Vi+1 = Zsi × Ii
PLi − jQLi
(2)
Ii =
Vi∗
PLi − jQLi
Vi = (Rsi + jXsi ) ×
(3)
Vi∗




Xsi × PLi − Rsi × QLi
Rsi × PLi + Xsi × QLi
+
j
.
Vi =
Vi∗
Vi∗
(4)
As shown in (4), the voltage drop along the feeder has real
and imaginary parts. If the voltage of bus i + 1 is considered
as reference point, that Vi+1 = |V i+1 |∠0 (this voltage is along
the positive real axis), then from (1) and (4) the voltage at
node i is obtained by


Rsi × PLi + Xsi × QLi
Vi = Vi+1 +
Vi∗


Xsi × PLi − Rsi × QLi
. (5)
+ j×
Vi∗
If the VR and VX are defined as (6) and (7), the voltage at
node i can be rewritten as


Rsi × PLi + Xsi × QLi
(6)
VR = Vi+1 +
Vi∗


Xsi × PLi − Rsi × QLi
(7)
VX =
Vi∗
Vi = VR + jVX .
(8)
To calculate apparent impedance seen from node i
Zi =

Vi
VR + jVX
= P −jQ
Li
Li
Ii
∗

Zi =

Vi∗

(9)

Vi

A=

VR + jVX
× 2
× (PLi + jQLi )
PLi + Q2Li
Vi∗

P2Li + Q2Li
Zi = A (VR + jVX ) × (PLi + jQLi )


Zi = A (VR PLi − VX QLi ) + j(PLi V X + VR QLi ) .

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

For node i, let Pi−load and Qi−load be the active and reactive power of load, PLi−loss and QLi−loss be the active and
reactive losses of the line, and Pi−RES , QDi−RES denote the
active and reactive generation of RES at node i, respectively.
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If there is no RES connected to that node it is assumed that
PRES = 0, QRES = 0. Therefore, we can define the transmitted power through each line of the distribution network as
follows:
n

PLi = PLi−loss + P(i+1) +
PL(i+1)
(14)
QLi = QLi−loss + Q(i+1) +

i+1
n


QL(i+1)

(15)

i+1

Pi = Pi−load ± Pi−RES
Qi = Qi−load ± Qi−RES.

(16)
(17)

Then by substituting (14)–(17) in (13), it can also be
expressed as
Zi = F (Rsi , Xsi , PLi , QLi , Pi−RES , Qi−RES ).

(18)

From (18), it can be seen that the apparent impedance seen
from node i is a function of line impedance, transmitted active
and reactive power of line and the injected or absorbed power
at the node i and rest of the network. Therefore, the impedance
seen at bus i can be used as a monitoring tool for analyzing
the actual system situation.
B. Apparent Impedance Relationship With Power
Flow Direction
As it was stated earlier, voltage and current are two inputs
of the method. The calculated positive sequence of voltage
and currents are used for positive sequence impedance calculation. In this section, the relationship between the calculated
impedance, magnitude and direction of active and reactive
power flow through the line will be established.
Consider two consecutive buses i and i + 1 in Fig. 1,
Zi is the apparent impedance seen on the i side of the line
between those two consecutive buses; PLi and QLi are the
active and reactive powers of the line flowing from side i to
i + 1, respectively; |Vi | is the amplitude of the voltage at bus i.
Therefore the relationships between the measured R and X
and the power transmitted through the lines are given below

 ∗ 
Si
PLi + jQLi ∗
=
(19)
Ii =
Vi
Vi
Vi
VR + jVX
Zi =
=
(20)
∗
PLi +jQLi
Ii
Vi

Zi =

PLi + jQLi
P2Li + Q2Li

× |Vi |2 .

(21)

The real and the imaginary parts of the measured impedance
shown in (21) are written as
Ri =
Xi =

PLi
P2Li + Q2Li
QLi
+ Q2Li

P2Li

× |Vi |2

(22)

× |Vi |2 .

(23)

As it can be seen from (22) and (23), the position of measured apparent impedance in R − X plane depends on the

Fig. 2.

Mapping of power flow direction on R − X diagram [25].

value and direction of active and reactive power. The apparent
impedance measured at bus i has reverse relationship with
power. The larger the power transferred through the line, the
smaller measured R and X.
The sign of Ri in (22) and Xi in (23) are only related to the
sign (direction) of PLi and QLi , respectively. Then, according
to (14) and (15)
yields

If |Pi−RES | > PL(i+1) + Pi−load −→ PLi < 0

(24)

yields

If |Qi−RES | ≥ QL(i+1) + Qi−load −→ QLi < 0. (25)
Equations (24) and (25) show the conditions that the RES
generation exceeds the consumption and the final location of
the impedance seen at bus i on R − X plane will be at third
quarter. For forward Q and reversed P the impedance location
will be at the second part of R − X plain.
Based on the direction of active and reactive power flow the
R − X diagram can be divided into four parts, Fig. 2 shows the
mapping of power flow direction on R − X diagram. Based on
this figure, the impedance located on R axis represented a unity
pf and for x-axis the pf is zero. For the directions of active
and reactive power are from node i to i + 1, the measured
impedance will be located at the first quarter of R − X plane.
C. Impedance Measurement
Distance relay is the best tools for impedance measurement
in power system. Because the positive sequence component
is the only common sequence component in all the types of
faults, the measured impedance at distance protection relays
are always based on the phase positive sequence impedance.
Moreover, the apparent impedance measured by a distance
relay will depend on the current and voltage transformers
connections too.
The measured impedance is calculated by three, one phase
measuring units. The simplest ground distance functions use
only a single phase current and a single phase voltage.
Consider that VAN is the phase A to ground voltage and IA is
the current flows through the phase A conductor, the apparent
impedance seen for phase A is given by [26]
VA
.
(26)
ZA =
IA
The impedance calculated using (26) is the positive
sequence impedance seen of the line for all system operation condition except fault conditions. Phase-ground distance
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Schematic of the IEEE 13 node test feeder.

relay usually employ a zero sequence current compensator
for actual system impedance measurement during the fault
conditions. Based on [27], all the phase-ground faults detection units measure the same impedance value for the nonfault
conditions.
III. C ASE S TUDY
The IEEE 13 node test feeder (Fig. 3) is a very small but
relatively highly loaded 4.16 kV feeders. This provides a good
test for the most common features of distribution analysis
software [28]. As this model has unbalanced spot and distributed load, overhead lines and cables, shunt capacitors, and
a voltage regulator consisting of three single-phase units, it is
a good case for testing the impedance method capabilities. The
simulations have been performed by OpenDSS [29] software
and MATLAB [30]. The OpenDSS COM server interfaced
with the MATLAB program is used for simulation.
Wind, photovoltaic (PV), and biomass are the best choices
for RES integration to power system. For large scale power
production at transmission level, biomass system, and wind
turbine are the most obvious solution. On the other hand,
small scale PV system is more attractive solution for residential installation. For RES integration to distribution system
simulation, PV system is chosen.
This research used the built-in PV system model provided
in OpenDSS. Among two options for modeling high penetration of small-scale rooftop PV or large centralized PV,
the second one was chosen for the simulation of impedance
based monitoring system. Hence to produce various scenarios for simulations, the lumped three-phases balanced PV
model was added at three different locations, one close to
substation source bus 632, one near the feeder midpoint
bus 671, and one at the end of feeder at bus 680. For showing
the effect of PV location on the proposed monitoring technique at each simulation only one location was used for PV
installation.
For simulation of different penetration level (PL),
Hoke et al. [31] showed that the 15% limit for PL as a rule of
thumb for most of feeders is very conservative. They showed
that in two-thirds of simulated cases, the maximum PL is
greater than 90%. In this research, to analyze the full capability
of the monitoring technique, the PV output was increased from

Fig. 4. Active power flows through feeder 650-632 and bus 632 voltage
profile with active tap changer and PV is connected to bus 680.

zero to 1.15 p.u. of model total load (P = 3800 kW) with step
size of 0.01 (115 different PLs). At each step, a power flow
was done by OpenDSS and all voltages, currents, and active
and reactive power of feeder were saved. In this paper, except
the under voltage and over voltage limits, other limiting factors such as feeders current rating, the substation transformer
capacity, power quality issues were neglected. The simulation
has been performed for both unit and nonunit pf PV operation.
As the original model of IEEE 13 node test feeder does not
have a load at bus 680 a 360 kW and 270 kvar load connected
to this bus for simulation. A three-phases 60 kvar capacitor
installed at bus 680 for voltage regulation.
IV. S IMULATION R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
A. Impact of PV PL on Measured Impedance
To show the impact of PV PL the lumped model of PV is
connected to bus 680. Fig. 4 shows the active power flows
through feeder 650-632 and bus 632 voltage profile. As it
can be seen, by increasing PL the active power flow from
the source to grid decreases and the voltage increases. It is
obvious that by increasing the PL the voltage increases, so
the tap changer located between buses 650 and 632 operates
two times to keep the voltage within the standard boundaries.
Fig. 5 shows the measured R and X for different PLs at
bus 632. As it can be seen by increasing PL, the R and X
increase till PL = 0.58 but after this point although X increases
the R decreases. At PL = 88% the R becomes zero and
after this point the R goes negative corresponding the reversed
active power. The reason for the decreasing R is related to the
relationship between the measured R and total P and Q flows
along the line. Based on (22) by decreasing the P-due to the
increased PV PL—the measured R will decrease too.
As it can be seen from Figs. 4 and 5, at the time of
tap changing the measured impedance shows a little change.
This illustrates that the proposed method is sensitive to small
variations of voltage in the system.
Unlike at bus 632, the measured impedance at bus 680 has
a different trend. As it can be seen from Fig. 6 the measured R and X increases by increasing PV PL, but, when the
active power direction is reversed, the value of R decreases
and becomes negative. This shows that, we have reverse active
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PL=108%
PL=80%

PL=20%

(a)

Fig. 5. Measured R and X versus PL at bus 632-phase B with active tap
changer.
PL=108%

PL=93%

PL=80%

PL=20%

(b)
PL=9%

Fig. 6.

Measured R and X versus PL at bus 680.

power while the reactive power direction does not change
(because the PV only operates at unity pf). These graphs
support the basic theory of proposed method described in
Section II-B.
Fig. 7 shows the measured impedance plotted on R − X
plane three buses for PV connected at bus 680 and PL variation
between 0 and 115% of nominal load.
Fig. 7 shows the measured impedance loci of different measurement units. Fig. 7(a) shows that by increasing PL of PV
system the reversed active power occurs at PL = 108% at
bus 632. Meanwhile at bus 671 [Fig. 7(b)] this occurs at
PL = 93%. In addition for bus 680 [Fig. 7(c)] the reversed
active power starts at PL = 9%.
Fig. 7 shows that, depending on measurement unit location and PV equipment location, the value and trend of
measured impedance has a unique and detectable characteristic. Based on (20), for any type of energized feeder with
the voltage and current data available, the proposed monitoring technique can be used. As stated earlier, the apparent
impedance measured at any bus has a direct relationship
with PL and reverse with transferred power. The larger the
power transferred through the line (equal to low PL), the
smaller measured R and X, and vice versa. For example at
bus 632, for PL varying from 20% (equal to high load) to
80% (equal to light load), the impedance locations varies from
point (5.904, 2.955) to (3.16, 13.85) on R − X plane.

PL=20%
PL=100%

(c)
Fig. 7. Measured impedance at buses 632, 671, and 680 for PV installed
at bus 680 and PL varies from zero to 115%. (a) Measured impedance at
bus 632-phase A. (b) Measured impedance at bus 671-phase A. (c) Measured
impedance at bus 680-phase A.

B. Impedance Variation Due to Normal Load Deviation
Continuous load variation is the intrinsic characteristic of
distribution system. In the last section, it was shown that the
apparent impedance seen by measuring devices has a distinctive changes due to different PV PLs. Fig. 8 illustrates the
typical normalized load patterns applied to the test feeder.
Fig. 9 shows the measured impedance trajectories for
daily load variation. It is found that the small variation
of load shows its impact on the measured impedance. For
example, the measured impedance for phase A changes
from 6.785 + j2.463  at the lightest load condition (58% of
nominal load) to 3.484 + j1.782  for the maximum
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PL=88%

PL=108%

PL=111%

Fig. 8.

Normalized load patterns of residential loads.

Fig. 10.

Three-phases measured impedance at bus 632.

PL= 9% for 3 phases

Fig. 9.
Three-phases measured impedance at bus 632 for normal load
variation condition.

Fig. 11. Unbalanced voltage effects on three-phases measured impedance at
bus 680.

daily load. The difference between the measured impedances
are due to the unbalanced loading of distribution system.
C. Analyzing the Impact of Unbalanced Distribution
System on the Measured Impedance
Unbalance operation is an intrinsic characteristic of distribution system. It is anticipated that when the voltage and
current of the three-phases are unbalanced, the resultant measured impedance for each phase is not the same as in the other
phases.
For a PV device installed at bus 680 Fig. 10 shows the
loci of measured impedance for each phase at bus 632. It
is worth mentioning that reversed power starts at different
PL for each phase. While the impedance location for the
phase A and C enters the second quarter of R − X plane
(for PL = 108% and 111%, respectively) showing small
reversed active power, at the same PL, phase B shows a higher
reversed active power. This phenomenon is due to the unbalanced operation of IEEE 13 node test feeder. It is concluded
that for distribution system, any proposed technique shall be
capable to monitor each phase separately.
Due to the three-phase balanced loads installed at bus 680,
it is anticipated that the measured impedance in each phase
shall show the same trend. Fig. 11 shows the impedance trends

Fig. 12. Measured impedance at buses 632, 671, and 680 for PV installed
at bus 671.

at bus 680. Although the reversed power occurs at the same
PL = 9%, the loci of measured impedance are not the same in
each phase. Because the feeder 671-680 is fed with unbalanced
voltages at bus 671, small differences can be seen on the three
phases impedance loci at bus 680.
Fig. 12 shows the phase-B impedance trends for the same
condition except for the location of PV system which connected to the bus 671. It can be clearly seen that while the
impedance seen from buses 671 and 632 varies a lot with PL
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Fig. 13. Measured impedance at bus 632-phase A, for three different load
pfs connected to bus 671.

variation, the impedance seen from bus 680 contains a small
variation due to bus 680 voltage changes.
Figs. 10–12 show that the measured impedance has clear
reaction for downstream various PV penetrations. Meanwhile,
its reaction to upstream PV variation is limited to feeder
voltage deviation.
D. Impact of Load pf Variation
Distribution system loads profiles vary from line to line.
The load pf varies in accordance with active and reactive
power consumed by the load. Fig. 13 shows the effect of
load pf variation on the measured impedance. For simulation the same condition of Fig. 7 (lumped PV connected to
bus 680) is used, except that the pf of load connected to
bus 671 (the biggest load in the test model) is changing form
the lagging 0.8684 to unity pf and then to a 0.8684 leading one.
As it was expected for each pf, the impedance trend varies.
For unit pf, the reversed active power happens at bigger PL
due to increased load active power. On the other hand, for
pf = −0.8684, although the reversed active power happened at
the same condition of positive pf = 0.8684 but the impedance
trend moves further against the origin. This happens because
the negative pf means the VAr generation. Based on (20), any
power generation along the line will decrease the line current,
resulting the bigger impedance (any generation connected to
line, acts as light load situation).
E. Impact of Nonunit pf Operation of PV Inverter
As it was stated earlier, some DG connection standards
such as IEEE 1547 forbid the nonunit pf operation of distributed generation. Some publications [1], [2], [32] consider
the advantages of using RES inverter capability for voltage
support. To analyze the impact of nonunit pf operation of PVs,
three situations are simulated with inverter capable to operate
at pf = 1, 0.95, and 0.9. For example at pf = 0.9 with the
same size inverter, the maximum active power produced by
PV units is limited to 90% of nominal power but at the same
time the system has the capability to produce reactive power
around 43% of nominal power to support voltage profile. For
this simulation, the PV inverter size does not change.

7

Fig. 14. Measured impedance at bus 632-phase A for three different PV
inverter output pfs.

For PV installed at bus 680 and PL variation from zero
to 115%, Fig. 14 shows the impact of PV inverter pf variation on the apparent measured impedance trend. For simplicity,
the results of phase A of bus 632 are only shown. It is anticipated that by nonunit operation of PV system and with reactive
power generation, some feeders experience not only reverse
active power but also reverse reactive power too. As shown in
Fig. 14, by decreasing the pf from 1 to 0.95 (with the same
inverter size) the reversed active power happened at bigger PL.
For pf = 0.90, due to the reactive power generation of PV
inverter the impedance trend moves from region 1 to 4 at
PL = 102% (shows the reversed reactive power with forward
active power) and then finally enters to third region at the
PL = 110%.
F. Investigating the Measured Impedance Trends
During Fault
RES integration to distribution feeder will change the feeder
fault current. Depend on the size and location of RES, the
contribution of this generation to fault current varies [33].
At this condition, nondirectional over-current protections will
operates for reverse faults, upstream of the protected zone.
Therefore some utilities [33], [34], at their interconnection
standard of DG to distribution system, recommend to install
a distance relay. For example, Hydro-Quebec does not accept
over current relay as the main protection and recommend
to install a distance relay for conditions such as: outage of
one of DG installed in the feeder, intermittent DG generation
characteristic, and etc.
In this section the impact of fault on the feeder is investigated on the measured impedance trend. In normal operation
of feeder, the measured apparent impedance is the combination of the feeder impedance and the equivalent impedance of
total connected loads. Considering the compensation impact
of capacitor bank on feeder pf, the load impedance normally
is very close to real axis. During the fault condition, the
measured impedance has a measurable decrease [for example at phase A, from (3.966 + j7.12) to (0.08 + j0.2) ]
and it moves toward the origin. The final location of the measured impedance is determined by the type of fault and the
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Fig. 16.

Cloud transients impact on PV output [35].

Fig. 15. Measured impedance at bus 632 for three-phase to ground fault at
bus 671. The small red circle is a nondirectional impedance relay.

fault impedance. The value of the apparent impedance during
the fault is very close to the actual impedance of feeder
between the measuring point and fault point plus the fault
impedance.
Fig. 15 shows the trend of measured impedance at bus 632
for a three-phases to ground short circuit occurred at bus 671.
A nondirectional impedance relay is defined with the 80% of
lines 632-671 impedance as setting. This protection is shown
by the red circle in Fig. 15. A thorough investigation shows
that the measured fault impedance value is settled down in the
defined protection zone.
Furthermore to substantial decreases of impedance during
the fault, by increasing the PL of RES, the resultant impedance
will be increased. Considering (9), by increasing the RES
penetration, the current flow through the line decreases and
the measured impedance will be increased. According to the
distance relay literature and the result of this section, it is
shown that the fault zone is completely different than normal
operation of measured impedance.
G. Analyzing the Capability of Proposed Method
for Fast Transients
Normally distribution system loads are unbalanced, time
varying [28]. By integration of RES like wind and solar, the
distribution system faces intermittent and fast transients like
in distributed generation.
For PV systems, the solar irradiation energy varies slowly
over time from sun rise to sunset with a preknown patterns
correlated with the longitude and latitude of installation site.
The faster transient involved with solar generation is related
to cloud movements. The PV system generation fluctuation
is function of many factors. The centralized or distributed
PV system, the total installed capacity, local weather pattern and the PV panel type are the main important factors
which determine the transient characteristic of PV system
output [35].
The cloud movement causes a fast transient on PV generation, and is one of the biggest challenges for increasing

Fig. 17. Voltage and active power variation at bus 632 for PV installed at
bus 680 while cloud passing transients.

the PV installation. Basically after a cloud movement over
the installation site, the PV generation decreases dramatically.
Afterward a solar ramp will increase the output of PV system.
For distributed rooftop PV, these types of transients have less
challenge for distribution system operation due to the little
possibilities of simultaneous ramp up and down of all PV
units. The PV plant size, its layout, wind speed and cloud
movement direction are dominant factors affecting the generation and consequently the feeder voltage profile [35]. In
other hand, for PV farm where all the PV panels are installed
in a small area, the impact of cloud transients is substantial
on operation and control of distribution system [36].
In this part of this paper, the impedance method capability will be analyzed by fast transient of cloud movement.
Fig. 16 shows the 2900 s simulation of cloud movement on PV
system generation [35]. The time interval between each sample is one second. As it was stated earlier, among two options
of modeling high penetration of small-scale distributed rooftop
PV or large centralized PV, the second one was chosen for the
simulation of impedance based monitoring system. Therefore,
due to smaller installation area of centralized PV system, the
cloud movement transient impact will be severe.
For the PV system installed at bus 680, Fig. 17 shows the
impact of cloud transients on the active power and voltage of
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Fig. 18.

9

Cloud transients impact on measured R at bus 632.

Fig. 21. IEEE 34 node test feeder. Nine 200 kW PV unit installed at yellow buses. The location and direction of four impedance measuring units are
shown by red arrow [38].

Fig. 19.

Fig. 20.

Cloud transients impact on measured X at bus 632.

Cloud transients impact on measured impedance at bus 632.

bus 632 (connected to the substation bus). In some cases the
PV system output ramp down from 1 to 0.4 p.u. in less than
15 s (for example check between 1800 to 1820 s at Fig. 16).
In comparison with Fig. 4, these fast transients cause high
fluctuation in power flow and consequently high operation of
tap changers. Due to the time constant of tap changer operation, the consumer electric devices experience some short term
low voltage (when the cloud blocks the sun) and over voltage (when the cloud passes away). Figs. 18 and 19 show the
impact of cloud movement transients on measured R and X at
bus 632. As it can be seen the impedance method can react
to fast transients in distribution system operation due to its
simplicity of calculations.
Fig. 20 shows the measured impedance at bus 632 on the
three-phases for the cloud transients. Although the high spatial
diversity of R and X associated cloud movement, the mapped
R and X on the impedance plane shows a special and detectable
trend for each phase. In the next section, it will be shown that
by defining different operation area on the R − X plane this
monitoring technique can be used as a practical tool for better
operation of distribution system.

Fig. 22. Cloud transients impact on measured impedance (for phase A) at
four buses. The red line shows the reverse active power starting point. The
light green line shows the reverse reactive power starting point.

H. Practical Application of Impedance Method
To show a practical application of the impedance based
monitoring system, the IEEE 34 Node Test Feeder is
chosen. This test feeder is an actual feeder located in
Arizona [28]–[37]. This unbalanced feeder has both spot and
distributed load. For PV integration nine distributed 200 kW
PV units are connected to feeder in different locations as
shown in Fig. 21. Four impedance measuring units are connected to buses 802, 816, 852, and 834. The location and
direction of measuring units are shown in Fig. 21 by the
red arrow.
Considering the worst case operation of PV units, the cloud
movement pattern shown in Fig. 16 is used as the PV unit
sun irradiation input. Fig. 22 shows the apparent impedance
trend measured at those four locations in response to the
cloud movement. For simplicity, only the phase-measured
impedances are shown. While the impedance trend shows the
reversed active power for bus 852, the bus 834 shows the
reversed active and reactive power. This phenomena happens
due to the two capacitors installed at the buses 848 (450 kvar)
and 844 (300 kvar).
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Fig. 23. Alarm issued for reversed active power at different buses (phase A).

Fig. 24. Alarm issued for reversed active and reactive power at different
buses (phase C).

However, considering the speed and the type of events, some
rules and alarm settings can be defined in the impedancebased method to send alarms or actions to the distribution
system operator or to controlling devices installed at distribution system. For example, in some utilities it is forbidden
for distribution system to feed the transmission system. To
implement this limitation, a flag was defined in the monitoring system to generate an alarm. For normal operation the flag
is zero and for reversed power detection at the measuring point
the flag changes from zero to one and an alarm is issued.
Fig. 23 shows the defined alarm output for reverse power
detection at four measuring points. As it can be seen from
Figs. 22 and 23 at buses 852 and 834 the phase A undergoes some reversed active power due to transient of cloud
passing. Therefore, the alarm is issued repeatedly, whenever reversed active power happens. On the other hand, for
buses 802 and 816, no alarms are issued.
As it was stated earlier, due to two capacitor installed at
buses 848 and 844 for pf correction, power flow analysis shows
the permanent reversed reactive power at bus 834. Therefore,
a flag is defined for reversed reactive power detection. This
limitation is shown in Fig. 22 by light green line.
Fig. 24 shows alarms issued for both reversed active and
reactive power, the result is shown for phase C. Due to unbalanced characteristic of IEEE 34 node, unlike the phase A as
shown in Fig. 22, the phase C undergoes reverse power (both
active and reactive) not only at buses 834 and 852 but also
for buses 802 and 816. For instance, bus 802-phase C shows
reversed active power for short period of times, on the other
hand, endures reverse reactive power for most of the times.
This paper has outlined a monitoring application of apparent impedance measurement. It was shown that the apparent
impedance has considerable capability to use as a monitoring
technique for reverse power flow detection at any condition.
Because, based on (22) and (23), any point (r, x) on the
R − X coordinates plane is in one-to-one correspondence with
a point (p, q) in the P − Q coordinates plane. Meanwhile, the
application of the method after a substantial changes in the

grid like islanding need to be investigated. After islanding,
the power flow direction in the micro-grid may be changed.
The application of the proposed method for islanded microgrid is the same as protection device application. Therefore,
the optimal location and setting for the measuring unit will be
affected by islanding. Work is continuing in order to put the
method to practical use. The defined alarm and action output
of this monitoring technique can be combined with current
voltage controller of the feeder for better voltage regulation in
presence of RES.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, an impedance-based monitoring technique for
evaluation of current situations of distribution system has been
presented.
The main contribution of this paper is based on measured
impedance that has high capability for detecting different states
of distribution system in presence of various PV PLs.
The results indicate that any proposed monitoring technique
shall have the capability of monitoring for balanced and unbalanced system. The dynamic capability of the proposed method
has been tested by monitoring the fast transient phenomena such as cloud movement on centralized PV units under
unbalanced system conditions of the IEEE 34-bus three-phase
distribution network.
A practical application of the proposed method is simulated
to show the capabilities of measured impedance to monitor
and control of distribution system in presence of various PLs
of PV. Authors are working on using this method for voltage control improvement of distribution system with high PV
integration.
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